Correcting and quickly predicting the shrink mold shape in the sport shoe industry for direct injection-expanded foam molding manufacturing procedures are critical. Traditional methods rely on the engineer to guess the initial shrink mold shape when manufacturing the actual shrink mold and shoe sole product. The artificial experience is then used to compare the original large 3D model with the shoe sole product to modify the shrink mold, requiring numerous iterations to complete. In this study, we designed a series of rectangular specimens varying with z-thickness, and measured the density in the middle location of these specimens and transferred them into an expansion ratio. Furthermore, we performed a heat transfer simulation to determine the temperaturetime curve in these locations and correlated the expansion ratio with the curve. We then used the heat expansion finite element method to simulate the expansion behavior. Finally, we used the actual shoe sole to verify our algorithm; with the precision meeting the shoe sole requirement. Therefore, this algorithm can reduce the number of iterations.
Introduction
Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) foam material is popularly used in the sports shoe field, 1) mainly because it demonstrates excellent mechanical properties include light weight, shock resistance, and high elasticity. In addition, the material is used in the direct injection of expanded foam molding manufacturing procedures, which involve three steps: (1) The adequate shrink mold is manufactured according to the designed 3D CAD model. ( 2) The EVA material, a chemical blowing agent, and a chemical curing agent are mixed into many small pellets, which are poured into an injection machine hopper. The pellets are then injected into the shrink mold in a semi-melt situation (screws to 120°C). The pellets are then heated to 175°C for 400 s using the heating plate at the top and bottom. The mold is then released after packing for 400 s, and the shoe sole inside freely expands to a large shoe sole product (Fig. 1) ; (3) Using an oven system to gradually cool the material to room temperature from 175°C, solidifying the finished product.
To produce the shoe sole product shape accurately by using the EVA foam material, the manufacturing procedure is the crucial step. According to a previous study, the blowing agent decomposes and releases the initial nucleation gas and the curing agent supplies the sustained strength. After releasing the mold, the nucleation gas expands and forms many small bubbles.
2) The bubble size distribution is smaller around the edges and larger near the center. 3, 4) Furthermore, the expansion ratio functions according to the thickness 5) or the temperature distribution.
6) Therefore, the non-uniform expansion ratio originates from the non-uniform heat transfer. 7) In this study, we derived a series of rectangular specimens and measured the density in the middle location. We then transferred them into an expansion ratio, performed a heat transfer simulation to obtain the temperaturetime curve of the measuring locations, and correlated these curves with the expansion ratios. Finally, based on heat expansion theory, we used a finite element method to simulate the free expanding behavior. In addition, we used the shoe sole product to verify our algorithm. The precision result meets the requirement of the shoe sole factory.
Experimental Design to Correlate the Temperature Time Curve with Expansion Ratio
To quantify the relationship between the temperaturetime curve and expansion ratio for this material manufacturing procedure, we developed the following four experiments:
We designed a series of specimens with varying thicknesses in the z-direction. The sizes of these specimens are 30 mm (x-direction) © 60 mm (y-direction), and the sizes of the specimens in the z-direction are between 114 mm (the Fig. 1 After packing for 400 s at a high temperature, the mold was released and the shrunk shoe sole inside freely expanded to a large 3D product.
interval size is 1 mm). The material we selected for the IP-004 was composed of EVA (75.45%), a blowing agent (8.64%), a curing agent (0.61%), filler (10.46%), and a pigment (white) (4.84%). According to these sizes, we then manufactured the mold shape, produced the actual specimen product (Fig. 2) , and measured the expansion ratio in the x-, y-, z-directions in a macro view. Figure 2 shows the measuring position.
To obtain the represented expansion ratio, we selected the middle location of each specimen for observation. First, we used a cutting tool to slice the specimen in the middle position to measure its density (Fig. 3) . We then used the following equation to transfer the density into an expansion ratio. (The non-foaming material density for IP-004 is 0.8636 g/cm 3 .)
where µ: the measuring density (the foamed EVA) V: the unit volume for non-foam EVA VA: the unit volume after generating foam EVA l: the length of the unit volume ¡: the linear expansion ratio We used the following steps to obtain the thermal properties of IP-004. ① Thermal conductivity measurements were obtained using K-System II (Table 1) . ② Specific heat measurements were obtained using the PerkinElmer DSC 4000 (Table 1) . We knew that the mold material was AL-7075 and the thermal conductivity and specific heat parameters were 130 w/m·°C and 0.96 (J/g·°C), respectively. To verify these thermal properties, we inserted the thermocouple into the middle position of the inside mold to measure the actual temperature variance according to time. Furthermore, we used the same manufacturing parameter (or boundary condition) to simulate the heat transfer behavior. The following conditions were involved in the procedure: ① The initial temperature is 120°C for the semi-melt EVA material; ② The heating temperature is 175°C at the top and bottom of the mold; ③ The mold is preheated to 165°C; ④ The convection condition involves the film temperature being 165°C around the mold and the convection coefficient is approximately 10 w/m 2°K in air.
8)
Finally, we compared the temperature discrepancies (Fig. 4) . The simulation results are located within the error bar; therefore, we could use this heat transfer finite element model to simulate the heating behavior of this molding process.
After obtaining the correct thermal properties, we used the heat transfer simulation to obtain the temperaturetime curve of the middle position of each specimen, and correlated the curve with the expansion plot shown in Fig. 5 (E/R = expansion ratio). When any shrink mold (e.g., a shoe sole mold) undergoes this heating process, the temperaturetime curve of any element is obtained (such as "Any element" in Fig. 5) . If the temperaturetime curve is located between 7 and 8 mm, we could use the following eq. (2) (the interpolation method) to obtain the expansion ratio (E/R) for the curve. Term A represents the integration area of the temperaturetime curve.
Using Heat Expansion Theory to Simulate the Foam Expansion Behavior
After obtaining the relationship between the temperature time curve and the expansion ratio, we could obtain the expansion ratio of each element for any shrink mold shape undergoing the heating process. Furthermore, these expansion ratios are non-uniform. To simulate the non-uniform expanding behavior, we used heat expansion theory (eq. (3)) and ABAQUS software to simulate the foam expansion behavior. In the experiment, we could obtain E and¯, which are 9000 pa and 0.475, respectively, at a temperature of 175°C for IP-004. The finite element formula for heat expansion theory was derived as follows: e ½u node e : The nodal displacement matrix:
The thermal strain ½H: The shape function matrix: To verify this algorithm for the material in this manufacturing procedure, we used these specimens and adhered to the following simulation procedure to obtain its macro expansion ratio in the x-, y-and z-directions, and compared them with the actual measuring result (Fig. 2) . The plotting in Fig. 6 shows that the simulation result is located within the error bar.
(1) Mesh all specimens.
(2) Simulate the heating procedure for all specimens using ABAQUS software. (3) Use the VC++ software to calculate the temperature time curve for each element of all specimens, and obtain the expansion ratio by performing interpolation. (4) Use heat expansion theory to simulate expansion behavior using ABAQUS software. 
Using the Shoe Sole to Verify the Algorithm
To verify the material expansion criterion, we used the shoe sole type to simulate the result. We first used a known shrink shoe sole mold. According to the standard manufacturing procedure to produce the shoe sole foam product, we used reverse engineering technology 10) to scan the product, and used the remaining graduated line to cut these sections ( Fig. 7(a) ).
Second, we used the same simulation procedure described in Section 3, performing the heat transfer simulation to obtain the expansion ratio for each element and using the heat expansion method to obtain the expanding shape (Fig. 7(b) ).
Finally, we selected the graduated line to cut and compare the product results with those of the simulation result (Fig. 8) . The result (maximum error is 0.54 mm in the y-direction) meets the requirement of shoe soles (3 mm in the y-direction).
Conclusion
For the direct injection-expanded foam molding manufacturing procedure, predicting the correct shrink mold shape is critical. Traditionally, engineers must perform numerous iterations (more than 10) to manufacture the shrink mold and complete the task. This study derived a series of rectangular specimens to develop a relationship between the temperaturetime curve and the expansion ratio, and used heat expansion theory to simulate the foam expanding behavior. We then used all specimens as the test sample, and used this algorithm to simulate the expanding shape and compare it with the actual measuring result, demonstrating that the simulation results are located within the measuring error bar. Finally, we used the actual shoe sole type to verify our algorithm. The results show that the discrepancies (0.54 mm in the y-direction) between the product and the simulation results meet the requirements of shoe sole factories. Therefore, this hybrid experiment and simulation procedure can improve the manufacturing efficiency of the direct injection-expanded foam molding procedure.
(a) (b) Fig. 7 Shoe sole mold and product (a), and the simulation result (b). Fig. 8 Comparison of the section curve between the actual product and the simulation result. Fig. 6 Comparison of the macro expansion ratio between the simulation and actual measuring result for all specimens.
